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    UIN  AAAZTP13821000039177                                                                                             

The government should have a significant influence in the economy. In the "U.S. Constitution, 
Article 1, Section 8 says "The Congress shall have Power To lay and collect Taxes,... to pay the 
Debts and provided for the common Defence and general Welfare of the United States;..." This 
means Congress has the power to establish and collect taxes to found armies, resorse and pay 
debts. During a speech to the U.S. Senate Senator Henry Clay said "Eight years ago, the people of 
the United States were oppressed by too much debt. Property values were at a low point. Trade 
was threatened with a complete stopage. This was the situation in the United States before I 
introduced the tariff of 1824. A tariff is a tax on foregin trade. This tax encouraged people to 
interact with other states. This added their economy. He also says "If this system of protection is 
unconstitutional, as some people say, then it should be abolished. But keep in mind that the 
destruction of this system will surley lead to the ruin of thousands of our fellow citizens." The 
introduction says "The three main parts of the American System were imposing high tarrifs on 
imported goods to protect U.S industries from competition with other contries, having a strong 
Bank of the United States to promote economic stabillity and paying for internal improvements 
such as roads and canals to help move people and goods across the nation." If the Senate isn't 
allowed to impose tariffs then citizens will be able to compete with other contries. This might cause 
unneeded conflict. If the conflict progresses they may not be able to interact with foreign contries. 
This will destroy economic opprotunies. Having an established national bank allows citizens to 
protect their currency. Internal iimprovements allow goods to be transported to remote locations. 
This improves economic interaction. 
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    UIN AAAZTP13821000005329                                                                                             

i honstly think that the government should have the role they play currently. only becaause it keeps 
everything sane. 
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    UIN  AAAZTP13821000015098                                                                                            

   There is many roles the government could have in the economy. But the role the government 
should have is, as it said in Source 1, "To regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among 
the several States." also to sign bills or to veto them. 
   As it said in the beginning of Source 2, "I have been asked to sign a bill that provides funds for 
for internal improvements in order to promote commerce and improve national defense." Also at 
the end of Source 2 it said, "If I sign this bill, it will destroy the relationships between the states and 
the national government. I therefore veto this bill." 
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    UIN  AAAZTP13821000036088                                                                                            

I believe that the government should have the same roles in the economy as they do now, but on a 
more public scale. Many decisions that the government has made have been pushed under the 
rug and away from the public's eyes. If the government decided to push a proposal that could 
severely change the way that we normally function, why shouldn't we know about it? In Andrew 
Jackson's message to Congress in 1832, he states, "A national bank presents a danger to our 
liberty and the independence of the states. It is argued that the national bank is constitutional 
because the courts have said so. I disagree. Each public officer who takes an oath to support the 
Constitution swears that he will support it as he understands it..." This move on Andrew 
Jackson's part was smart. He thought about the well being of the public before anything else and 
that's how the government should be. 
 
Another reason why I believe that the government should have the same roles in the economy as 
they do now, but on a more public scale is that the government often goes against the Constitution 
without realizing it. Without the eyes of the public putting in their input as well, we could possibly 
end up with a country no one wants to stay in due to how unconstitutional it is. In President James 
Madison's message to Congress in 1817, he stated, "I am aware of the great importance of roads 
and canals and that a power in the national legislature to provide for them would be a good thing 
for the country. But I do not see that power listed in the Constitution, and there is nothing we can 
interpret to say it exists. If I sign this bill, it would destroy the relationship between the states and 
the national government. I therefore veto this bill." This describes how the government wished 
to attempt something unconstitutional, but was stopped. Think of all of the scenarios where this 
could've gone wrong and our state/government unity would be divided! If the public, or at least a 
portion of the public, were to chime in with their opinions on the bill, these possible accidents could 
be prevented. This is why I believe that the government should have the same roles in the 
economy as they do now, but on a more public scale. 
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    UIN  AAAZTP13821000017254                                                                                            

The role that the government should have in the economy is that it should balance what the 
economy can cand cant do. I know this because in [Source 4] it said,"I see nothing in its funtion 
that makes the bank necessary or poper for carrying out the powers of the national government 
listed in the Constitution." This tells me that Andrew Jackson saw no purpose in the bank, and in 
order to keep the government in balance, he vetoed the bill. 
 
Another role that the government should play in the economy is control what the economy spend 
their money on. I know this because in [Source 5] it said,"But now, the country is prospering. 
Farming has expanded, and employment i high." This shows me that because the government 
could control what the bank could spend their money on, it helped the United States prosper. 
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    UIN  AAAZTP13821000037032                                                                                            

    I believe that the government should have a huge role in the economy. This is because it can 
coin money and regulate its value, and has the power to lay and collect taxes. 
    First of all, since the government can regulate the value of coins and money, it would be able to 
make sure the economy is stable and running well. As said in source 5, "Deby has been reduced, 
land is worth more, and a national market is slowly developing for the american goods.". This is 
saysing that with the government able to choose how much something is worth, it allows us to be 
able to grow and make sure that our debt is paid off. 
    Lastly, the government should have a huge role because they can collect and lay taxes. This is 
because then they can get a stong bank and make the economy stable. As said in the 
introduction," Having a strong Bank of the United States to promote economic stability.". This 
would allow the government to make sure that we do not fall into a huge deby like in 1824. As said 
in source 5, "Eight years ago, the people of United States were oppressed by too much debt.". 
    These are the reasons why I believe the government should have a huge role in the economy. 
This is because they are able to coin money and regulate its value, and because it can lay and 
collect taxes. 
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    UIN   AAAZTP13821000026087                                                                                           

The gavernment could stay where they were at in the economy. ¨Farming has expanded, and 
emplyment is high. Debt has been reduced, land is worth more, and a notional market is slowly 
developing for American goods.¨ 
 
Because of that they were having better lifes and were able to make a living. ¨This transformation 
fo the country from gloom to prosperity is the result of legislation that protects American Industry.¨ 
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The government controlles the U.S. therefore, they should have the power to do whatever they 
please in the economy s long as it is justified as to whythey are doing it or why they did it. 
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I feel as if the goverment should not try to open a bank of the United Staes, tax high tarrifs on 
imported goods, and should not try to pass a bill that provides funds for internal improvemnts. 
James Madison states, "However, I do not believe this is allowed by our Constitution." This is a 
perfect example of how the government is trying to go agaisnt the constitution. We are aware of 
the importance of goods, roads, and canals but it is not listed in the constitution. The bill wouod 
destroy the states and let the goverment have full access and control of everyone. If we open a 
bank of the United states it puts us in danger to our librety. It would also put the states at risk of 
independence. If all the states put their money into one bank the goverment would have acccess to 
it, alone with other states. This would cause freedom to be gone and the goverment to rule 
everyone. While others argue that the opening a bank is constitunal because the court has said so, 
they are very wrong. It violates the constitution. In the text it says, "Each public officer who takes 
an oath to support the constitution swears that he will support it as he understands." There is 
nothing here that makes the bank nessacry if the states have their own. Those who oathed the 
constitution woud be simpily going agaisnt the bill. With that being said, If we open this bank we 
will start to econivally decline. "Eight years ago, the people of the Untied states were oppressed by 
too much debt."(Source 5) This is because of how high the government was taxing on tarrifs. In 
1824 the U.S had roughly 90 million dollars. Fast foward eight year after taxes and we have 
dropped down too 30 millions dollars. The damage that is done is unaccacptable. Do we really 
want to fall back down that low again? The answer is no, therefore I am agaisnt passing this bill 
and I am vetoing it. 
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    UIN  AAAZTP13821000010768                                                                       

I beilieve the government should have some powere but it should also be up to the citizens at the 
same time. As citizens that live in the united states if important decisions that ae gonna affect my 
life are about to be made, I feel that they have the right to know what's about to come. The 
government plays an important role because they make it happen but all the power should not go 
to them in everything. In the introdution you read that the government " payed for internal 
improvments such as roads and canals to hlp move people and goods to markets across the 
nation." That was a good move on the governments part but was that what the people really 
wanted to happen. 
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